Mitchell originally proposed that an asymmetric ion flux across an organism's membrane could generate electric fields that drive locomotion. Although this locomotion mechanism was later rejected for some species of bacteria, engineered Janus particles have been realized that can swim due to ion fluxes generated by asymmetric electrochemical reactions. Here we present governing equations, scaling analyses and numerical simulations that describe the motion of bimetallic rodshaped motors in hydrogen peroxide solutions due to reaction-induced charge auto-electrophoresis. The coupled Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes equations are numerically solved using Frumkin-corrected Butler-Volmer equations to represent electrochemical reactions at the rod surface. Our simulations show strong agreement with the scaling analysis and experiments. The analysis shows that electrokinetic locomotion results from electro-osmotic fluid slip around the nanomotor surface. The electroviscous flow is driven by electrical body forces which are generated from a coupling of a reaction-induced dipolar charge density distribution and the electric field it creates. The magnitude of the electroviscous velocity increases quadratically with the surface reaction rate for an uncharged motor, and linearly when the motor supports a finite surface charge.
Introduction
Locomotion of microorganisms is commonly observed in nature (see Gray 1968) . These organisms propel themselves through fluid media using energy they harvest from their local environment. The fluid mechanics underlying the locomotion of microorganisms has been a rich area of research (see Brennen & Winet 1977; Purcell 1977; Yates 1986; Lauga & Powers 2009) . Although microorganism locomotion is commonly attributed to mechanical deformation of solid appendages, Mitchell (1956 Mitchell ( , 1972 proposed that an asymmetric ion flux on a bacterium's surface could generate electric fields that drive locomotion via self-electrophoresis (Peter D. Mitchell was a British biochemist who was later awarded the 1978 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his chemiosmotic mechanism of ATP synthesis). This proposed mechanism was the product of research on endogenous bioelectric fields which provide directive force in morphogenesis (see Spek 1930; Went 1932; Lund 1947; Jaffe & Nuccitelli 1974; Nuccitelli & Jaffe 1976; Harold, Bronner & Kleinzeller 1982) . Spek hypothesized and Lund and Jaffe showed that asymmetric currents on the surface of a cell or embryo could generate bioelectric fields that modify the shape of cells and tissues as well as drive the transport of membrane-bound biomolecules. Nearly 30 years later, Waterbury et al. (1985) discovered that cyanobacteria are able to swim at speeds up to 25 µm s −1 without flagella, suggesting that they move by a non-mechanical propulsion mechanism. Anderson (1989) , seemingly unaware of endogenous bioelectric fields, hypothesized that Waterbury's flagella-less cyanobacteria may swim due to a selfelectrophoretic mechanism similar to Mitchell's. Anderson presented a concise mathematical formalism for self-electrophoretic locomotion of a spherical cell by asymmetric ion pumping. His work predicted a velocity that depends linearly on the cell's zeta potential and a required externally imposed concentration gradient. Several years later, Lammert, Prost & Bruinsma (1996) explored Mitchell's self-electrophoresis mechanism by presenting an analytical description of a single uniformly charged cell that swims by generating an electric dipole. Lammert assumed that an endogenous electric field existed due the mechanisms presented by Lund and Jaffe. Mitchell's selfelectrophoresis mechanism and the subsequent analysis by Anderson were rejected for cyanobacteria by Pitta & Berg (1995) . They argued that this mechanism was not appropriate for cyanobacteria because they are still able to swim in high salt concentrations; in such an environment, the electrical double layer (EDL) becomes very thin and any resulting electro-osmotic slip velocity should be negligibly slow.
Recent advances in nanofabrication have enabled the engineering of synthetic analogues to the microorganisms proposed by Mitchell that do swim due to asymmetric ion flux mechanisms. Several realizations of synthetic swimmers, or artificial nanomotors, have been demonstrated. A common theme among these artificial swimmers is the production of species concentration gradients by asymmetric chemical or electrochemical reactions occurring on the surface of Janus particles. Córdova-Figueroa & Brady (2008) considered a colloidal particle with chemical reactions occurring on its surface that induced a non-uniform concentration of bath particles in its vicinity. The non-uniform bath particle distribution created an imbalance in osmotic pressure, causing the particle to move. Gibbs & Zhao (2009) used the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) into oxygen and water to propel silica spheres half-coated with platinum in aqueous solutions. Whitesides' group demonstrated another example of propulsion induced by the catalytic decomposition of H 2 O 2 on a platinum surface (see Ismagilov et al. 2002) . Propulsion due to asymmetric surface reactions has been studied by Golestanian, Liverpool & Ajdari (2005) , who described a particle with an enzymatic site on its surface which catalyses a reaction, leading to an asymmetric distribution of reaction products and generating a diffusiophoretic force which propels the particle.
The migration of particles due to externally applied gradients has been considered theoretically in several key works in the past few decades. Derjaguin et al. (1947) first introduced the concept of flow induced by concentration gradients of molecular species. Derjaguin, Dukhin & Korotkova (1961) calculated the velocity of a charged colloidal particle in response to an external electrolyte gradient, and referred to the motion as diffusiophoresis. Prieve, Gerhart & Smith (1978) reported the motion of a particle due to a diffusion-potential-induced electric field established by a chemical reaction, and showed how it may be exploited to deposit a polymer film on a steel surface. Anderson, Lowell & Prieve (1982) analytically determined the steady-state migration velocity of a colloidal sphere due to macroscopic concentration gradients of an electrically neutral solute. The migration of a charged microsphere in a bulk electrolyte gradient was considered by Prieve et al. (1984) , who broke the phenomenon of diffusiophoresis into two components: an electrophoretic component, which arises due to the charge on the sphere and the electric field created by a diffusion potential, and a chemiphoretic component induced by the non-uniform EDL thickness due to the bulk gradient in dissolved salt. Anderson (1989) reviewed the role of interfacial forces in particle migration due to externally imposed gradients in species concentration (ionic and otherwise), temperature and electrical potentials.
Electrochemical reactions have also been shown to drive the motion of colloidal particles. Faradaic electrochemical reactions are distinct from other reactions in that they involve the transfer of charge across the solid-liquid interface. Mano & Heller (2005) demonstrated the propulsion of a carbon fibre by redox reactions of glucose and oxygen occurring on opposite sides of the fibre. The fibre effectively acts as a short-circuited electrochemical cell. Propulsion due to electrochemical reactions has also been demonstrated with decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The peroxide undergoes two electrochemical half-reactions before finally yielding oxygen and water. Electrochemical peroxide decomposition has been reported to generate fluid flows above concentric electrodes (see Kline et al. 2005a) and in between interdigitated microelectrodes (see Paxton et al. 2006) as well as to propel rotating microgears made from platinum and gold (see Catchmark, Subramanian & Sen 2005) and bimetallic nanorod motors (see Paxton, Sen & Mallouk 2005; Wang et al. 2006; .
Bimetallic nanorods (or nanomotors) are high-aspect-ratio metallic cylinders, typically 2 µm in length and 300 nm in diameter. Since the swimming bimetallic rods were introduced to the community by Paxton et al. (2004) , they have been engineered to swim at great speeds and perform a variety of tasks. Laocharoensuk et al. (2008) added hydrazine to the hydrogen peroxide solutions and incorporated carbon nanotubes into the platinum segments of Pt/Au rods to obtain nanomotor velocities in excess of 200 µm s −1 (100 body lengths per second). Kagan et al. (2009) demonstrated that the nanomotors' velocity strongly depends upon the presence of ions in the solution. They showed that for most electrolytes nanomotor speed decreases with increasing salt concentration; however, silver ions caused a fivefold increase in the nanomotors' speed. This increase was attributed to the underpotential deposition of silver ions on the surfaces of the nanomotors, which are then reduced in the presence of hydrogen peroxide, causing an increase in the surface reaction rate and correspondingly increasing the speed of the nanomotors. A nanomotor's velocity can be externally modulated by heat pulses (see Balasubramanian et al. 2009 ) and by electrochemically controlling the local concentration of hydrogen peroxide and dissolved molecular oxygen (see Calvo-Marzal et al. 2009 ). Directional control of the nanomotors' motion has been achieved using external magnetic fields by incorporating a ferromagnetic segment, such as nickel, between the platinum and gold segments (see Kline et al. 2005a; Burdick et al. 2008 ). We and others have shown that nanomotors can pick up, haul and release micronscale cargo Sundararajan et al. 2008) . By hauling cargo of various sizes, we calculated that these nanomotors produce roughly 0.1 pN of force.
In the case of bimetallic nanomotors, the mechanism by which asymmetric reactions generate forces and locomotion is not well understood. Several theories have been proposed. In their initial paper introducing the nanomotors (Paxton et al. 2004 ), Paxton and co-workers proposed a propulsion mechanism based on the formation of gradients in interfacial tension. According to this mechanism, oxygen produced at the platinum end causes a local decrease in the interfacial tension between the aqueous solution and the gas-coated rod. The interfacial tension gradient then drives a Marangoni flow that results in a net propulsive force that drives particle motion. Although this theory predicts a propulsive force of the appropriate magnitude, it makes no predictions regarding the direction of particle motion. Paxton et al. (2005) considered the possibility of motion due to a concentration gradient in molecular oxygen drives the particle due to diffusiophoresis. They found that the predicted diffusiophoretic velocity was much smaller than that observed in experiments and in the wrong direction. Kline et al. (2005b) showed that fluid could be pumped as a result of flows induced by electrochemical reactions occurring on concentric metallic electrodes. This system was later studied analytically and experimentally using the Poisson, advection-diffusion and Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equations . The physics of this mechanism is similar to the self-electrophoretic mechanism proposed by Mitchell (1956) . Although there is a growing consensus that Mitchell's self-electrophoretic mechanism is important in the motion of bimetallic nanomotors, many key physical details remain unexplained.
Here, we are interested in locomotion of particles that are driven due to concentration and potential gradients that are generated by reactions occurring on the particle surface. We present a scaling analysis and simulations which aim to determine the physical mechanisms underlying the locomotion of particles due to asymmetric reactions. We focus our analysis on bimetallic rod-shaped nanomotors, but argue that the analysis provided here is applicable to a wide range of particles with asymmetric ionic surface fluxes.
Our work shows that the electrochemical reactions occurring on the nanomotor surface establish a proton concentration gradient, dipolar free charge density and an endogenous electric field. The protons generated at the anode migrate to the cathode due to diffusion, electromigration and, to a lesser extent, electroconvection. The particle locomotion effectively arises from the coupling of the asymmetric charge density distribution induced by the electrochemical reactions and the resulting electric field which generates electrical body forces and electro-osmotic slip around the rod. The rods thus move due to a mechanism very similar to that proposed by Mitchell (1956) and later described by Lammert et al. (1996) . To emphasize the importance of the reactions and induced charge, we describe this electrokinetic locomotion mechanism as reaction-induced charge auto-electrophoresis (RICA).
RICA is distinct from diffusiophoresis in an electrolyte, as it is traditionally defined (see Prieve et al. 1984) to require externally applied gradients of chemical concentration. In the case of RICA, the ion concentration gradients and induced electric fields originate from surface reactions, rather than imposed bulk ion concentration gradients, and no asymmetry of ion diffusion coefficients is required. RICA shares some qualitative similarities with diffusiophoresis and electrophoresis in that the particle is propelled due to concentration and electric potential gradients as well as the asymmetry in the diffuse layer. In RICA, no externally applied electric or concentration fields are required for the observed motion.
RICA also shares some similarities with second-kind electrokinetic phenomena. These effects are demonstrated when an ion-selective granule is immersed in a fluid and subjected to an external electric field strong enough to generate an ion current through the particle/solution interface. As a result, a secondary charge cloud forms in addition to the EDL surrounding the particle. This extra induced charge, under the applied field, causes the particle to move at a greater velocity than that predicted for insulating particles using Smoluchowski's original theory. Second-kind electrokinetic phenomena have been studied extensively in the Russian literature over the past quarter century (see Dukhin, Babich & Baran 1988; Babich, Dukhin & Tarovsky 1989; Dukhin & Mishchuk 1989 Baran et al. 1992; Mishchuk & Takhistov 1995) and verified experimentally by Barany, Mishchuk & Prieve (1998) . The key difference between RICA and second-kind electrokinetic effects is that RICA does not require an external electric field for particle motion to occur, but instead requires only hydrogen peroxide fuel and a Janus particle with two dissimilar metal segments.
Here we present governing equations, scaling analyses and numerical simulations that describe the motion of bimetallic rod-shaped motors in hydrogen peroxide solutions due to RICA. Since we solve the full equations for the concentration, potential and velocity fields, our model incorporates all effects due to diffusiophoresis, chemiphoresis and electrophoresis. We numerically solve the coupled Poisson-NernstPlanck-Stokes equations using two distinct sets of boundary conditions. First, we consider piecewise uniform reaction fluxes at the rod surfaces and induced charge at the rod surface. The purpose of this model is to show the effects of dipolar ion exchange between the nanorod and surrounding solution. The model demonstrates that the electrochemical reactions exchange cations with the solution, generating an electric dipole and electric field. This electric field acts on the charge that created the field, exerting a body force on the charged fluid and causing a quadrupolar flow profile. This model does not include rod surface charge and is included to aid the understanding of some of the basic physics underlying RICA. Charge on the rod surface, which is required for locomotion, with piecewise constant flux was examined in our previous work (Moran, Wheat & Posner 2010) . These piecewise constant models do not account for the relationship between the electrode potential and current flux as described by the Butler-Volmer equation. The second model used here accounts for the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions using the Frumkincorrected Butler-Volmer equations in the Gouy-Chapman and Tafel regime limits. The simulation results are compared with experimental measurements of the motors' swimming velocity as a function of hydrogen peroxide concentration as well as our previous piecewise models. Our simulations show good agreement with the scaling analyses and experiments.
The paper is arranged as follows. In § 2, we give a general qualitative description of the problem to be solved. In § 3, we present governing equations, boundary conditions and scaling analysis which predicts the dependence of the nanomotor speed on the relevant parameters of the system. In § 4, we show results of the computational simulations for both the piecewise constant flux and Butler-Volmer kinetic models. We end this section with a careful comparison between experiments and simulations that shows good quantitative agreement. Finally, § 5 ends with some concluding remarks. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a platinum-gold nanorod in an aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution. (In this paper, we use the terms 'nanomotor', 'nanorod' and 'rod' interchangeably to describe the bimetallic rod-shaped particle pictured in figure 1.) When the rod is immersed in peroxide, catalytic electrochemical reactions occur on its surface. On the platinum end, an oxidation reaction decomposes peroxide into protons, electrons and oxygen molecules. The oxidation reaction results in a local depletion of the peroxide fuel and abundance of protons and oxygen. Here, we assume that the concentration of oxygen is below the saturation limit and thus the nucleation of oxygen bubbles is not considered. This assumption is consistent with our experiments conducted with Au-Pt rods in low to moderate (1-6 wt%) peroxide concentrations. The electrons conduct through the rod from platinum to gold. At the gold end, a peroxide reduction reaction combines protons, electrons and peroxide to form water. Although it is possible that the reduction of molecular oxygen may also occur to some extent on the gold surface, as proposed by Wang et al. (2006) , this reaction must not be essential in driving the motion of the rod, since our previous work shows that the rods' motion still occurs in solutions that have been purged of oxygen and that oxygen-rich environments slow the motors (see Calvo-Marzal et al. 2009) . At the Au end there is a net depletion of protons and peroxide. Figure 1 shows that the nanomotor essentially behaves as a bipolar electrode, with one side acting as the cathode and the other as the anode. In other words, the nanomotor functions as a short-circuited galvanic cell which generates a surface flux of protons at the anode (Pt end) and consumes protons at the cathode (Au end). The rods have been universally observed to swim with the metal considered the anode directed forward. This basic description of the reaction mechanism was used by Wang et al. (2006) to successfully predict the direction of motion of a nanomotor composed of any two of six noble metals. No axial motion was observed when the platinum segment of a Pt/Au nanomotor was replaced with a non-conducting polymer that decomposed hydrogen peroxide non-electrochemically.
Description of the problem
Bipolar electrodes have been studied in several recent works. Duval et al. (2003a, b) analysed Faradaic depolarization processes occurring on a metal surface in an externally applied electric field tangential to the metal surface. The imposed field caused a gradient in interfacial potential difference along the metal surface, leading to a spatially varying Faradaic current such that oxidation was occurring on one end and reduction on the other, similar to the case of bimetallic nanomotors. These systems were later investigated further using numerical models taking the reversibility of the Faradaic reactions into account (see Duval 2004; Duval, Buffle & van Leeuwen 2006) . Dhopeshwarkar et al. (2008) , Laws et al. (2009) and Hlushkou et al. (2009) studied a bipolar electrode in a PDMS microchannel under an applied electric field. They generally found that the presence of the electrode, and the Faradaic reactions occurring on it, caused local non-uniformities in the electric field which could be used to locally enrich the concentration of an analyte.
Here, we provide a model that shows that the locomotion is driven by fluid slip around the nanomotor caused by self-generated electrical body forces. The respective excess and depletion of protons at the anode and cathode generate an electric field, E. Electric body forces, of the form ρ e E, arise due to the coupling of free charge density, ρ e , with the tangential component of E, which points from the anode to the cathode. The charge density results from the asymmetry in cation concentration induced by the reactions as well as from the diffuse portion of the EDL that forms due to the rod's surface charge (not shown in figure 1 ). The electric body forces drive fluid motion and thus nanomotor motion. Ultimately, locomotion of the rods is driven by a coupling of the net charge in the EDL and electric fields generated by the asymmetric distribution of reaction products established by the surface reactions. RICA combines effects of concentration gradients of charged species and electric potential gradients, sharing similarities with an autonomous form of electro-diffusiophoresis (see Rica & Bazant 2010) .
Although we depict a Pt/Au nanomotor in peroxide in figure 1 , the schematic shown is generally applicable to the locomotion of particles with asymmetric surface reactions that result in dipolar ion concentrations. Specifically, the mechanism presented here is applicable to nanomotors composed of a variety of metals that also electrochemically decompose hydrogen peroxide, such as those presented by Wang et al. (2006) .
Theory
In this section, we develop the mathematical model used to analyse the locomotion of the rods. This model is based on the Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes equations, which are often used to describe electrokinetic systems. A Frumkin-corrected ButlerVolmer description of the reaction kinetics is used that predicts both the spatially varying current density and surface potential. We assume that the reactions proceed in the unidirectional (Tafel) regime. We also apply the Gouy-Chapman limit of GouyChapman-Stern theory in describing the structure of the EDL at the rod surface. A scaling analysis is developed which qualitatively predicts the rod velocity as a function of key system parameters.
Governing equations
We consider the solution surrounding the rod as an aqueous medium containing protons (H + ), hydroxide ions (OH − ), hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) and dissolved molecular oxygen (O 2 ). Although peroxide and oxygen are electrically neutral and do not contribute to the charge density, electric fields or body forces, we track their concentrations in the simulations since they affect the rates of the electrochemical reactions. In this work we assume that fluid motion is generated only by electrical body forces and not by forces due to concentration gradients of neutral species. We and others have estimated the forces due to diffusiophoresis of peroxide, molecular oxygen and water, and have found that they are several orders of magnitude smaller than the forces required to drive rod motion at experimentally observed speeds (see Paxton et al. 2005; Moran et al. 2010) . We also assume that the oxygen generated by the reactions does not reach its saturation limit, and thus bubble nucleation does not play a significant role in the locomotion physics. Experimentally, we have observed that no macroscopic bubbles form for the range of peroxide concentrations that the current work describes.
In the dilute solution limit, the steady-state species concentration distributions are given by the advection-diffusion equation with electromigration,
where u is the fluid velocity, C is the molar concentration, D is the diffusivity, z is the valence, F is the Faraday constant, ν is the mobility, φ is the electrostatic potential and the subscript i denotes the species (protons, hydroxide ions, hydrogen peroxide or molecular oxygen). For hydrogen peroxide and oxygen, the electromigration term in (3.1) is omitted, since these species are uncharged. Diffusivity and mobility are related through the Nernst-Einstein equation, D i = ν i RT , where R is the ideal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. In the simulations presented here, the cations and anions are H + and OH − ions, but these results would be qualitatively similar for other binary monovalent electrolytes, such as potassium chloride (KCl). The model is not limited to two-ion systems.
A local imbalance in the ion concentrations results in volumetric charge density ρ e given by
where z + = 1 and z − = −1 for protons and hydroxide ions. The charge density is related to the potential via Poisson's equation
where ε = ε r ε 0 is the permittivity of the liquid and is assumed to be constant throughout the domain. The fluid flow is governed by the steady Stokes equations
where η is the dynamic viscosity, p is the pressure and ρ e ∇φ is the electrical body force that results from the coupling of charge density and electric field. This general framework has previously been used to describe electrohydrodynamic instabilities (see Melcher & Taylor 1969) and electrokinetic phenomena such as electrophoresis (see Henry 1931) and electrokinetic instabilities (see Posner & Santiago 2006; Navaneetham & Posner 2009 ).
Boundary conditions
In this work, we examine two distinct boundary condition regimes. First, we follow our previous work by using independently controlled and piecewise constant proton fluxes (see Moran et al. 2010) . In particular, we analyse the case where the rod is uncharged. Although these boundary conditions give insight into the physics of electrokinetic locomotion, they are not physical because an electrode's potential and reaction rate are coupled through kinetic equations. In the second approach, we use Frumkin-corrected Butler-Volmer kinetics to self-consistently determine the spatially varying reaction current density and rod surface potential. This approach only requires the a priori knowledge of the rate constants for the anode and cathode. We find that the results yielded by the new kinetic model differ noticeably from those predicted in our previous work.
Stokes' equation
In the particle reference frame, the flow obeys the no-slip condition on the particle surface:
Far from the rod, we prescribe vanishing fluid stress:
where I is the identity tensor, ∇u is the general velocity gradient tensor and T denotes the transpose. This boundary condition effectively enforces an open boundary on the outer edge of the simulation domain, simulating a semi-infinite medium.
Poisson's equation
The boundary condition applied on the rod surface for Poisson's equation determines the electrical potential at the shear plane of the rod, referred to as the zeta potential ζ . In this work, we consider two distinct boundary conditions for the electrical potential. First we consider an uncharged rod which acquires a spatially dependent zeta potential due to the induced charge that is injected and consumed by the reactions. The case provides insight into the reaction-induced auto-electro-osmotic flows generated by electrochemical reactions, but is not physical because the potential on the rod surface should be coupled to the reaction rate via kinetic equations. Our second set of boundary conditions determines the zeta potential self-consistently based on the reaction rates at the rod surface.
First, we consider the case where the rod is uncharged and there is no classical Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer surrounding it. However, since the reactions inject and consume protons from the solution, a polarized diffuse layer of dipolar charge density forms around the rod. The interior of the rod remains at zero potential, but the potential at the shear plane relative to the bulk solution is allowed to float. Thus, the potential at the shear plane (the effective zeta potential) is dictated by the local charge density induced by the reactions. This could be interpreted physically as a rod with zero internal potential (Φ rod = 0) with a spatially varying potential drop across the Stern layer, leading to the non-uniform zeta potential observed.
In the cases where we use Butler-Volmer kinetics to describe the relationship between the rod's electrical potential and the reaction rate, we follow Bazant, Chu & Bayly (2005) and apply the Stern model of the double layer, which considers the compact layer as a capacitor with constant capacitance. This is equivalent to the assumption of a linear change in electric potential across the compact layer between the metal and the solution. This yields the mixed boundary condition for the potential
where ζ is the rod zeta potential evaluated at the outer edge of the compact layer (Stern plane), n is the unit normal vector pointing outward from the rod surface, n · ∇φ surf is the magnitude of the potential gradient normal to the rod surface, λ S is the effective thickness of the compact (Stern) layer and Φ rod is the potential of the metal rod. Thus, λ S (n · ∇φ surf ) is an estimate of the potential drop φ S across the compact layer, given by
The rod is a conductor and so we assume its potential Φ rod is uniform throughout its interior. φ S and ζ can vary with position on the rod surface. The size of the Stern layer is typically in the order of a few molecules and is challenging to measure directly. It is usually estimated to have a thickness in the order of 1-10Å (see Shaw 1970; Hunter 1987; Bonnefont, Argoul & Bazant 2001 ). Here we assume a Stern-layer thickness of λ S = 1 nm. The diffuse part of the double layer has a thickness in the order of 1 µm, since the electrolyte is deionized water. In effect, the diffuse layer is several orders of magnitude thicker than the compact layer, even with the assumption of a thick compact layer that we use here. With these values, we estimate the magnitude of the potential drop across the Stern layer by considering the analytical solution (with the Debye-Hückel assumption) for the electric field near a flat plate and using (3.9). The potential distribution as a function of the coordinate y normal to the plate is given by
where λ D is the Debye thickness and ζ p is the zeta potential of the plate. Differentiating with respect to y and evaluating at the surface (y = 0), the normal component of the potential gradient is given by
Combining (3.9) and (3.11), we obtain a scaling relation for φ S :
(3.12) Equation (3.12) shows that the voltage across the compact layer scales with the ratio λ S /λ D . For the zeta potentials in the order of millivolts and thick EDLs considered in this work (λ S /λ D 1), we calculate φ S for our model to be in the order of microvolts. Thus, we consider the Stern-layer voltage to be negligible, and (3.8) reduces to a simple Dirichlet boundary condition
In the current problem, the magnitude of the Stern-layer potential drop is small relative to the rod's potential and thus causes negligible non-uniformities in the zeta potential distribution. We therefore ignore these fluctuations due to the Stern layer and consider the rod to have a constant zeta potential distribution. These expressions constitute the Gouy-Chapman limit of Gouy-Chapman-Stern theory (see Bazant et al. 2005; van Soestbergen, Biesheuvel & Bazant 2010) . The electric potentials in the system are evaluated relative to the bulk solution, which is assumed to have zero potential:
(3.14)
3.2.3. Nernst-Planck and advection-diffusion equations Since hydroxide ions do not participate in the reactions, we set their flux to zero over the entire surface of the rod:
reflecting a balance at the rod surface of fluxes due to diffusion, electromigration and convection. For protons, we specify their flux according to
where j anode and j cathode are the reaction-driven proton flux at the anode and cathode, respectively. We use two distinct boundary condition regimes for the Nernst-Planck equations. First we assume an independently controlled, piecewise constant flux at the surface of the rod. Second we consider that the surface flux is determined by self-consistent, Frumkin-corrected Butler-Volmer kinetics. We first consider the simple case when the rod is uncharged and the proton fluxes are piecewise constant along the surface of the rod. These are the boundary conditions for uniform flux used in our previous work (see Moran et al. 2010) . To satisfy charge conservation, we assume the fluxes of protons on the anode and cathode are equal and opposite, according to
We have defined fluxes of protons out of the surface into the solution as positive. Paxton et al. (2006) measured the catalytically generated current density at interdigitated Pt/Au ultramicroelectrodes, mimicking the situation encountered with bimetallic rods. In our simulations we use values of proton flux which are equivalent to current densities of the same order of magnitude as those measured in that work. For the piecewise constant flux, induced zeta potential case, we do not include reaction kinetic equations and therefore do not track the concentrations of hydrogen peroxide or molecular oxygen. We emphasize that the piecewise constant proton flux, induced zeta potential case serves primarily as a simple demonstration of the effects of electrochemically induced cation exchange between the rod and solution. This model does not incorporate reaction kinetics, nor does it allow for a zeta potential to be determined selfconsistently with the reaction rates. For this reason, this model is incomplete as it applies to the locomotion of bimetallic nanorods.
We also consider a more physical kinetic model for the electrode kinetics. The electrochemical reactions are represented by kinetic boundary conditions specifying the spatially varying flux of ions on the rod surface. The boundary conditions account for the dependence of flux on the local electric potential, reactant concentrations and kinetic parameters of the reactions. We compare the results predicted by this model to those from our previous work with piecewise uniform flux and constant, independent zeta potential (Moran et al. 2010) .
We track the concentration of peroxide and molecular oxygen in the kinetic model due to the dependence of the reaction flux on their concentrations. The surface fluxes for hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen are related to the proton fluxes via the stoichiometry of the reactions. For peroxide, the boundary condition at the anode is
The factor of −1/2 on the right-hand side originates from the stoichiometric requirement that one peroxide molecule be depleted for every two cations released at the anode. The cathode side peroxide boundary condition is
since on the cathode one peroxide molecule is consumed for every two cations consumed.
In this work, we assume that molecular oxygen participates in the anode reaction, but is not involved in any reactions on the cathode. As described in § 2, it is unlikely that oxygen reduction on the cathode is a contributing factor to the motion. For this reason, we neglect oxygen reduction at the cathode. The boundary conditions for oxygen dictate that one oxygen molecule is released for every two protons released on the anode, (3.20) and that oxygen is non-reactive on the cathode,
In the kinetic model, the reaction-driven flux j depends on the local electric potential, concentrations of reactant species and kinetic parameters of the electrochemical reactions. In this work we use a kinetic model based on the Butler-Volmer formalism incorporating the Frumkin effect. The equation for the general m-electron electrochemical oxidation reaction is 
where k O and k R are effective rate constants for the oxidation and reduction components of the current on either the anode or cathode, C O and C R are generalized representations of the respective concentrations of reactants for the reduction and oxidation components of the reactions, α is a dimensionless number between 0 and 1 that describes the symmetry of the activation energy barrier for the reaction and m is the number of electrons relinquished by R to form O. In electrochemical literature, it is more common to report the reaction rate in terms of the electrode current density i, whereas here we consider the flux of cations j into the solution. The Faradaic current density i is proportional to the cation flux j = i/F z + via Faraday's constant F . The Frumkin correction dictates that C O and C R should be evaluated at the outer edge of the compact layer. In this work we assume that k O and k R are constants and do not depend on parameters of the system such as bulk reactant concentration or rod potential. This form of the Frumkin-Butler-Volmer equation is distinct from those presented in earlier works (see Delahay 1965; Bard & Faulkner 2000) . We use a more mathematically convenient form of the equation that emphasizes the dependence of the reaction rate on the Stern-layer voltage. Biesheuvel, van Soestbergen & Bazant (2009) reviewed the recent history of Frumkin-Butler-Volmer kinetic modelling as applied to several other models of electrochemical cells accounting for diffuse charge and Stern-layer capacitance.
The Butler-Volmer equation may also be expressed in terms of a surface overpotential, η S = φ S − φ eq S , defined as the voltage across the Stern layer, φ S , minus that value at equilibrium, φ eq S (i.e. in the absence of current) (see, for example, Bazant et al. 2005) . In (3.23), the equilibrium Stern-layer voltage is contained in the rate constants k O and k R and does not appear explicitly.
For multiple reactants or products, the concentrations C O and C R are written as 25) where C iO and C iR are respectively the concentrations of reactant species i for the cathodic and anodic reactions, the exponents s iO and s iR are their respective stoichiometric coefficients, and the products are taken over the reactant species for the cathodic (p) and anodic (q) reactions. For the reactions considered here and shown in figure 1, (3.23) is written for the anode as 26) and for the cathode, 27) where f = F /RT is the inverse thermal voltage.
In this work the Stern-layer voltage is in the order of microvolts (see § 3.2.2) and thus the exponents in the rate expressions (3.26) and (3.27) are very near zero, meaning that all exponential terms are essentially unity. For this reason, we ignore the exponential terms and the rate equations become
Although the reaction rate has lost its explicit dependence on the Stern-layer voltage, the rate still depends implicitly on the rod potential, since the distribution of C + in the diffuse layer varies with rod potential. In addition, (3.28) and (3.29) still implement the Frumkin correction through the dependence on the reactant concentrations, which are evaluated at the Stern plane. We have effectively implemented the Gouy-Chapman limit of the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model of the rod-solution interface. Biesheuvel et al. (2009) applied the generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer equation, along with boundary conditions accounting for diffuse charge and Stern-layer capacitance, to a simple model of a galvanic cell. They considered both the Gouy-Chapman limit of a very thin Stern layer compared to the diffuse layer (as we do here) and the inverse Helmholtz limit of a very thick Stern layer compared to the diffuse layer. Other models of electrochemical cells have also applied the Gouy-Chapman limit to Frumkin-Butler-Volmer boundary conditions combined with Poisson-Nernst-Planck theory (see Murphy et al. 1992; Moya, Castilla & Horno 1995) .
We further simplify the system by only considering the forward direction of each electrode reaction. This is equivalent to assuming that the reactions are in the Tafel regime, where the reactions may be assumed to be electrochemically irreversible and proceed in only one direction. We consider the oxidation of peroxide on the anode and reduction of peroxide on the cathode, leaving
30)
These kinetic expressions essentially model the electrochemical processes at the electrodes as simple chemical rate processes and are similar to those used by Chang & Jaffé (1952) . The Tafel approximation is not strictly necessary and is applied primarily for simplicity. However, it is unlikely that the reverse components of the reactions would be significant if they were included. The reverse reactions on the anode and cathode are, respectively, two-electron reduction of molecular oxygen and two-electron oxidation of water, both of which produce hydrogen peroxide. It is possible that some oxygen reduction is occurring on the anode, especially if the anode metal is platinum, which is a good catalyst for oxygen reduction. It is unlikely that much oxygen is being reduced given the trace amounts of oxygen present in the system, including the relatively small amount of oxygen produced by peroxide oxidation on the anode.
It is also unlikely that water oxidation is occurring to a significant extent on the cathode because this reaction requires a significant overpotential on the cathode in favour of oxidation. Here, the rod is at a mixed potential, such that the overpotential bias on the anode favours oxidation and the bias on the cathode favours reduction. In this case, we are effectively assuming that
due to the low concentration of O 2 and
due to the low value of k O,cathode , which depends indirectly on the overpotential. As the radial distance from the rod approaches infinity, the concentrations of all species approach their respective bulk values:
(3.34)
In this work, the bulk ion concentrations are fixed at C +,∞ = C −,∞ = 10 −7 M, simulating de-ionized water with a pH of 7. We have adjusted the ion concentration to account for the presence of dissolved carbon dioxide in the form of carbonic acid (H 2 CO 3 ) but the difference in results is not significant. The bulk concentration of dissolved oxygen is set to C O 2 ,∞ = 0.2 mM, as dictated by Henry's law and assuming a concentration of dissolved air of 1 mM. The bulk hydrogen peroxide concentration is an independent variable that we adjust. In this work we consider peroxide concentrations spanning the range of 1-5 wt%, consistent with those used in previous experimental work (see e.g. Paxton et al. 2004; Laocharoensuk et al. 2008; Moran et al. 2010 ).
Conservation of charge
Closure of the problem is provided by the constraint that the total charge contained within the rod must not accumulate. Current within the rod must be conserved, as expressed by ∇ · i = 0, and the total flux of ions into or out of the rod must equal zero at steady state. We satisfy this condition at the rod interface by requiring that
The total rate of ion exchange J total (in mol s −1 ) between the rod and solution depends on the distribution of j cathode over the electrode. j cathode is a direct function of the local species concentrations and an indirect function of Φ rod through its influence on the ion distribution in the EDL. In the simulations, we iteratively solve for the value of Φ rod that yields fluxes j anode and j cathode that satisfy (3.35). This value of rod potential is observed to vary with hydrogen peroxide concentration.
Dimensionless parameters and scaling analysis
In this section we derive the relevant dimensionless parameters and evaluate them both analytically and numerically. We also develop a scaling analysis for the rod swimming velocity as a function of relevant physical parameters, namely the rod zeta potential, the fluid viscosity and the reaction-driven surface flux.
We use the following scales for the non-dimensionalization of the Stokes, advectiondiffusion and boundary condition equations:
(3.38)
Here U ev is an internally generated electroviscous velocity, ρ e,0 and E 0 are the respective characteristic values for the charge density and electric field, C ∞ is the bulk electrolyte concentration, a is the length scale over which electrical body forces are important and d is a viscous length scale. In dimensionless form, the momentum and advection-diffusion equations become
40) where overbars denote dimensionless variables and the normalized ion concentration C ± = C ± /C ∞ is distinct from the normalized perturbation of ion concentration from equilibrium,C ± = (C ± −C ∞ )/C ∞ , which we will consider later. We define the Reynolds and electric Rayleigh numbers as
The electroviscous velocity U ev is defined as
The electroviscous velocity was first reported by Hoburg & Melcher (1976) and results from a balance of viscous and electrical body forces. Here we are interested in the electroviscous velocity because it is an estimate of the swimming speed of the rod. Below we derive scaling relations for the characteristic charge density ρ e,0 and electric field E 0 to determine the dependence of electroviscous velocity on various parameters of the system. We find that the form of the characteristic charge density depends on whether or not the rod has a charged surface and analyse these cases separately. The Reynolds number describes the relative importance of inertial and viscous forces and is O(10 −3 ) in all results reported here. The Rayleigh number is defined similarly to a Péclet number; however, here the fluid velocity U ev arises not from bulk advection (as in the Péclet number case) but from internally generated electroconvection and thus we refer to the dimensionless quantity as a Rayleigh number. The Rayleigh number describes the relative importance of electroconvection versus diffusion in transporting mass in the system (see Lin et al. 2004; Posner & Santiago 2006; Navaneetham & Posner 2009 ).
The dimensionless quantity β is defined as 44) and describes the relative importance of electromigration and diffusion in transporting species in the system. Using the above scaling, the boundary condition for the proton flux can be stated in non-dimensional terms as (3.45) where the dimensionless group Da is the Damköhler number, which illustrates the relative importance of reactions and diffusion in transporting mass in the system. In this work, the Damköhler number is defined differently depending on the reaction kinetic model being used. In the cases when the flux is constant, Da is given by
For the cases where the reaction kinetic model is used, the Damköhler number depends on the reaction rate constant and thus takes on a different form at the anode and cathode. At the anode, (3.45) becomes
where 
is a characteristic flux based on Nernst's diffusion-limited current density (see Bazant et al. 2005) . Thus, the dimensionless flux j/j d is very similar in form to the Damköhler number. However, they differ in the length scale used and by a factor of 4, so it is important to distinguish between the two. The dimensionless parameters described above depend on various system properties including the reaction-driven flux, various length scales and the viscosity and temperature of the fluid medium. In this work we calculate the values of the Damköhler number, Rayleigh number and β from their respective formulas using appropriate values of the system variables. In addition, we numerically calculate estimates of these parameters using values we extract directly from the simulations. Conceptually, each dimensionless parameter represents the relative dominance of one form of transport to another: reactions to diffusion (Da), electroconvection to diffusion (Ra e ) or electromigration to diffusion (β). To further understand the relative importance of these transport mechanisms, we calculate approximations to these three dimensionless parameters by numerically integrating the relevant fluxes throughout the system geometry and computing the relevant ratios. The total reaction-driven flux of protons (in mol s −1 ) is simply given by the integral of the specified flux j (which has units of mol m −2 s −1 ) over the rod surface. The total diffusive, convective and electromigration fluxes (in mol s −1 ) are estimated by integrating the z-components of the appropriate local fluxes (again, in mol m −2 s −1 ) over the two-dimensional annular disk surrounding the middle of the rod and extending from the rod surface to the boundary of the simulation domain. In this way we obtain an estimate of the total number of cations transported from the anode to the cathode due to diffusion, electromigration and electroconvection. Table 1 shows the values of the dimensionless parameters calculated using the formulas, as well as the estimates of the flux ratios calculated using numerical integration. The parameters are evaluated for two separate hydrogen peroxide concentrations: 0.75 M and 1.5 M. For the Rayleigh number, the simulated swimming speed of the rod was used for U ev . For the electric field term in the parameter β we use a characteristic electric field E * , which we define as the external electric field required to drive conventional electrophoresis of the particle at a speed equal to U ev . E * is thus defined as
Under realistic experimental conditions, both the direct formula calculations and numerical approximations result in Rayleigh numbers of O(10 −3 ). This suggests that convection is dominated by diffusion in driving cation transport in this system. The Damköhler number is typically O(10) in our system, indicating that transport due to reactions and diffusion are relatively balanced. The analytic values are approximately 1 order of magnitude larger. As defined, the Damköhler numbers depend on the bulk concentrations of reactants. The bulk values are higher than the values at the surface, leading to an artificially inflated value of the Damköhler number. The parameter β is O(10 −1 ) as calculated from both the formulas and numerical approximations. From the simulations we can determine that more mass is transported in the system by diffusion than by electromigration.
The values of β and Da calculated numerically from the simulations depend weakly on hydrogen peroxide concentration. We attribute this to the variations in zeta potential that accompany variations in flux. When the peroxide concentration increases, the transport due to diffusion, electromigration and reactions increase approximately by the same amount and therefore the dimensionless parameters indicating the relative dominance of these mechanisms do not vary appreciably. As expected, the value of Rayleigh number, although very small in comparison to β, increases with the value of the electroviscous velocity for both the analytical and numerical calculations. As dictated by the formulas, the analytical values of the Damköhler numbers vary directly with the background peroxide concentration. The variation in the analytical value of β with peroxide concentration is expected, given the definitions of E * and β stated above, and also taking into account the variation in zeta potential with peroxide concentration due to the current conservation constraint.
Overall, what we take from this analysis is that the majority of the transport is due to diffusion and that contributions from electroconvection are small in this system. Since there will be no electroconvection, diffusion or electromigration without reactions, we expect that the combination of these transport mechanisms will always balance the reaction flux at the rod surface.
Electroviscous velocity scaling: uncharged rod
The electroviscous velocity U ev is a characteristic magnitude of the fluid flow generated by the rod. It is instructive to determine how this velocity scales with intrinsic parameters of the system because we can scale the swimming speed of the rod with U ev . For the case of an uncharged nanomotor, charge density exists in the fluid solely due to the surface fluxes of protons at the anode and cathode. In this case, the charge density scales with the reaction-driven flux of protons j and the diffusivity of protons D + as
where L is a length scale over which finite charge density exists. As diffusion becomes stronger (i.e. as D increases or L decreases), it more efficiently smoothes out concentration gradients, spreading the ions out over a larger volume, effectively decreasing the charge density. The charge density length scale, L, is a characteristic length over which the charge density decays to its bulk value of zero and is conceptually similar to the Debye length for the case with a charged nanomotor surface. Using the characteristic charge density given above, we can scale Poisson's equation as
where a is a length scale over which the tangential (parallel to the nanomotor axis) electrical potential gradient is significant. The electric field E 0 then scales linearly with the flux as As will be shown in the simulations, the tangential component of the dipolar electric field, which is ultimately responsible for initiating electro-osmotic flow, scales with the rod length, which we denote as h. We expect this because the reactions generate dipolar clouds of charge density surrounding the particle that are roughly separated by the length of the rod. Finally, significant velocity gradients and viscous stresses only exist within the dipolar charge clouds. Thus, the appropriate viscous length scale is also the Debye thickness λ D . We can thus rewrite (3.56) as
( 3.57) 3.4.2. Electroviscous velocity scaling: finite surface charge A charged rod will attract counterions from the bulk solution which form a diffuse screening layer to shield the charge. The ion concentrations are unbalanced in this layer, resulting in a net charge density and an EDL. Depending on the relative magnitudes of the surface charge and the reaction-driven flux, either source of charge density may be more important than the other. Here we provide scaling for particles where the charge density shielding the surface charge dominates. The charged nanomotor surface and the diffuse screening layer constitute the EDL (see Hunter 2001) . The characteristic thickness of the EDL is the Debye length, λ D , given for a symmetric z:z electrolyte by
The potential φ in the EDL scales with the surface potential, φ ∝ ζ , and so we can write a characteristic charge density based on the Boltzmann distribution as
The rod's motion is driven by the electric field generated by the asymmetric surface reactions, and so we use the same characteristic reaction-generated electric field as for the case of an uncharged rod, (3.55). Combining (3.43), (3.55) and (3.59), the scaling for electroviscous velocity for a charged nanomotor becomes
, we can simplify (3.60) to obtain
We note that U ev may also be expressed in a form similar to the HelmholtzSmoluchowski equation, (3.62) which describes the electrophoretic velocity of a particle in an applied electric field.
Here the particle has the usual electrophoretic mobility given by εζ /η, but the electric field is given by the internally generated electric field given in (3.55). For a charged rod, we expect that the velocity will increase linearly with the reaction flux j , surface potential ζ and rod length h. We also expect that the velocity will vary as a weak inverse function of the background ion concentration through its dependence on the Debye thickness. For the cases in which we employ the reaction kinetic model, the flux j is generally non-uniform on the surface of the rod. In these cases, we will find that the electroviscous velocity will scale with the total flux J integrated over either the anode or cathode surface.
3.5. Simulation details We obtain the steady-state solutions to the governing equations (3.1), (3.3)-(3.5) using the finite-element method. In particular, we implement the pardiso linear system solver developed by Schenk & Gärtner (2004 . The problem is assumed to be axisymmetric, and so we solve the equations over a two-dimensional slice of the three-dimensional problem. We conduct the simulations in a large domain that is of sufficient size to suitably approximate an infinite medium. The simulation domain is a square of dimension 100×100 µm 2 , which is 50 times larger than the longest length scale of the nanomotor. The nanomotor's centroid is at the midpoint of one side. To verify that the simulation domain is large enough, we ran simulations in domains of several different sizes: 30×30, 50×50 and 100×100 µm 2 . The calculated values change by less than 1 % when increasing the domain size from 50 × 50 to 100 × 100 µm 2 . The domain is discretized into approximately 124 000 triangular mesh elements with 1420 elements on the nanomotor surface. The mesh is very fine near the rod and relatively coarse in the bulk solution, where there are small gradients in all the variables. We ensure that we have at least 100 mesh elements within 100 nm of the nanomotor surface. For the zero surface charge cases, the results were obtained by varying the (constant) reaction-driven flux j 0 alone. For the cases with a charged surface and a reaction kinetic model, the results were produced by varying hydrogen peroxide concentration, which then led to variations in both the flux j and the surface potential ζ . Table 2 shows the values of the relevant constants used in the simulations. The rate constants k O,anode and k R,cathode were selected to yield values of the proton fluxes equivalent to current densities which are on the same order as those measured by Paxton et al. (2006) .
To verify that the governing equations are solved correctly, we used the same system of equations and solvers to simulate electrophoresis of an insulating microsphere of radius a under an externally applied electric field. The simulations show excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions of Henry (1931) for a wide range of values of the ratio a/λ D and zeta potentials with magnitudes below the thermal voltage.
Results and discussion
In this section we present the results of simulations for two separate cases. First, we present the ion concentration, charge density, electric and velocity fields for an uncharged rod with piecewise constant fluxes on its surface. The flux is set to a constant positive value j 0 on the anode side and an equal and opposite value −j 0 on the cathode side. The reactions occurring on the surface drive electrical and ion polarization and generate electroviscous flows that are nonlinear in j 0 . Next, we report results using a Butler-Volmer reaction kinetic model that allows the proton flux to vary with position on the rod surface. This case is more physically relevant because it models the electrochemical kinetics directly. We show that a net surface charge is required for rod locomotion. The results of the simulations of charged rods are compared to experiments conducted in our lab, with strong agreement observed among the scaling analysis, simulations and experiments. 
Figure 2(b) shows contours of the dimensionless potentialφ, which has been normalized by the thermal voltage, giving
The dimensionless charge density, plotted in figure 2(d ), is given bỹ
There is a strong qualitative similarity between the distributions ofC andρ e , as shown in figures 2(a) and 2(d ), respectively. Both quantities are strongly positive near the anode and strongly negative near the cathode. The polarized charge clouds surrounding the rod effectively generate an electric dipole whose strength increases with flux. This dipole generates an electric field pointing from the anode to the cathode, as illustrated by the electric field streamlines in figure 2(c) . At the anode, the positive charge density and downward-pointing electric field couple to produce an electrical body force vector that also points downward. At the cathode, the negative charge density and electric field (which still points downward) couple to produce an electrical body force pointing upward. These opposing body forces are of comparable strength and lead to electro-osmotic flows in their respective directions along the rod surface. The two fluid streams intersect at the particle's equator and are driven radially outward from the rod to conserve mass. As a result, the velocity field takes on a quadrupolar shape which is reminiscent of induced-charge electro-osmosis (ICEO), as shown in figure 3 (see ). Due to the near-perfect symmetry of the flow field and small velocity magnitudes, in this case there is no considerable net locomotion of the particle. ICEO flows around ideally polarizable rod-like particles have been described in several recent works. Rose et al. (2007) observed the rotation of metallic nanorod particles under an applied electric field, which was driven by ICEO flows generated by the field. Induced-charge electrophoresis (ICEP) around ideally polarizable colloidal rods was investigated theoretically and numerically by Saintillan, Darve & Shaqfeh figure 2d ) and downward-pointing electric field (figure 2c) couple to produce an electrical body force that also points downward. At the cathode, the negative charge density and electric field (which still points downward) couple to produce an upward electrical body force. These opposing body forces are of comparable strength and lead to fluid slip in their respective directions along the nanomotor surface. The result is a quadrupolar velocity field reminiscent of ICEO. This self-generated fluid flow does not cause any considerable net locomotion of the particle.
(2006a), who focused on the hydrodynamic interactions among multiple colloidal rods undergoing ICEP. Saintillan, Shaqfeh & Darve (2006b) further extended this analysis to colloidal metallic rods sedimenting in a gravitational field, whose motion was stabilized by the application of an electric field and the resulting ICEP flow. In contrast, here the ICEO-like flow does not require an external electric field but is instead generated by the interaction between the dipolar charge density induced by the reactions and the electric field it creates. Figure 4 shows the maximum fluid velocity in the system as a function of the dimensionless flux j 0 /j d . The velocity increases quadratically with the flux, as predicted by the scaling relationship (3.56) and shown in the solid line. While the nanomotor generates these flow profiles in its immediate vicinity, the bulk fluid far from the nanomotor does not flow appreciably. The velocity magnitudes are in the order of 0.1 µm s −1 , suggesting that the quadrupolar flow generated by the reactions alone would be negligible compared to Brownian motion. Although these simulations suggest that an uncharged nanomotor will not exhibit detectable axial motion, this case is insightful in interpreting how the injection of charge due to the electrochemical surface reactions leads to fluid flow. The piecewise constant model with finite surface charge was explored in our previous work (Moran et al. 2010) , which shows that finite surface charge is required for axial motion. However, this model does not account for the kinetics of those reactions, and is thus incomplete.
Kinetic model
In this section, we consider the case of a rod which obtains a surface charge that is self-consistent with the Butler-Volmer kinetics for the reactions on the surface. Figure 5 shows contour plots of the dimensionless proton concentration (a, d and g), figure 3) in the system as a function of dimensionless reaction-driven flux for the case of an uncharged rod. The solid line is a quadratic fit to the data. This figure verifies a key prediction of (3.56) for an uncharged nanomotor, namely that the fluid speed should be quadratic with the flux. Although the maximum speed in the system is shown here, the Eulerian fluid velocity measured at any given point also varies quadratically with the flux. electric potential and electric field streamlines (b, e and h), as well as charge density (c, f and i ). The dimensionless proton concentrationC + and dimensionless potential φ are defined as before. The dimensionless charge density in this case is defined in terms of the zeta potential of the rod, according tõ
In (a-c), the peroxide concentration is set to zero and thus there is no reaction-driven flux. Since the rod is negatively charged, the diffuse layer surrounding it carries a net positive charge, and thus there exists positive volumetric charge density given by (3.2). Since the Stern voltages are small and the rod zeta potential is uniform, the distributions of the proton concentration, potential and charge density are all symmetric about the rod. Without an asymmetry in the charge density, there is no tangential electric field generated (the electric field lines are all normal to the surface in the figure) , no tangential body force and no net fluid motion along the axis of the rod. Without surface reactions the rod does not move axially and the distributions of ion concentration and electrical potential can be predicted with Gouy-Chapman theory. In the case of zero peroxide concentration, any value of the rod potential provides closure to the problem. In figures 5(a)-5(c) we set a potential of −15.25 mV, in order to highlight the changes brought about by introducing peroxide to the system in figures 5(d )-5(f ), in which the zeta potential is determined from the kinetic expressions and current conservation as −15.25 mV.
In peroxide, the reaction-driven fluxes become finite and the resulting proton concentration is asymmetric as shown in figures 5(d )-5(g). The reactions cause an increase in the excess of protons surrounding the anode and partially deplete the protons around the cathode from their equilibrium concentration. As we increase the hydrogen peroxide concentration from 0 in (a-c) to 0.75 M in (d -f ) and 1.5 M in (g-i ) , the asymmetry becomes more pronounced.
Figures 5(e) and 5(h) shows the normalized electrical potential and electric field for finite flux. These results suggest that there is an apparent source of electric field forward (above) of the anode. This phenomenon results from the superposition of the electric field generated by the reaction-driven proton flux and the electric field which arises due to the surface charge, as shown in figure 5(b) . In the no-peroxide case, the electric field lines are everywhere normal to the rod surface as predicted by GouyChapman theory. When peroxide concentration is finite, proton fluxes are introduced into the system and a second electric field due to the induced electric dipole develops that has a source at the anode surface and is shown by itself in figure 2(c). When these electric fields are combined, the overall field appears to have a source near the anode end of the rod, as shown in figures 5(e) and 5(h). We have confirmed that there is a weak, but physical, source of electric field at the point indicated in figures 5(e) and 5(h) by plotting the divergence of electric field, which is qualitatively very similar to the charge density distribution. This source goes unnoticed in the charge density plots (figures 5f and 5i ) because it is 2 orders of magnitude weaker than the electric field sink at the negatively charged rod surface.
Figures 5(c), 5(f ) and 5(i ) show how the distribution of charge density changes with increasing peroxide concentration. Without peroxide (figure 5c), an excess of counterions symmetrically surrounds the rod, leaving only positive charge density. As peroxide concentration is increased, the charge density becomes more strongly positive near the anode, where protons are being generated, and decreases in magnitude at the cathode, where they are being consumed. Since the rod is still surrounded with protons screening the negative surface charge, the charge density is only weakly negative near the cathode in figures 5(f ) and 5(i ) compared with the uncharged case shown in figure 2(d ) .
In these simulations, the bulk ion concentration is set to 0.1 µM. Thus, the double layer thickness is in the order of 1 µm. Note that the reaction-induced charge density and electric field, and the resulting electric body forces which are ultimately responsible for the rod's motion, are largely contained within the region of the double layer. Thus, asymptotic analysis in the limit of infinitely thin double layers may not yield physical results for this problem because it would ignore this region. This observation also supports our use of λ D for the viscous and charge density length scales (see § 3.4). Figure 6 shows the dimensionless proton,C + , and hydroxide ion,C − , concentrations as a function of radial distance from the rod for various values of the bulk hydrogen peroxide concentration. Figure 6 (a) shows that as peroxide concentration increases the dimensionless proton concentration increases to several times the equilibrium value near the anode. The reactions cause a significant perturbation to the cation concentration that is of the same order as the bulk value. This suggests that a perturbation analysis based on the assumption of perturbations from equilibrium may not be appropriate here. The asymmetries in proton concentration and charge density are dipolar in nature. Figure 7 shows the z-component of the self-generated electric dipole moment vector about the centre of the rod as a function of peroxide concentration. The dipole moment is determined by performing the following integral numerically throughout the simulation domain: The figures demonstrate that cation concentration varies much more strongly with flux than anion concentration. Thus, the charge density is more strongly coupled to the cation concentration than to the anion concentration. For the curves corresponding to zero peroxide concentration, the zeta potential is set to −25.6 mV (the thermal voltage); for the curves corresponding to finite peroxide, the zeta potential is variable and is determined from the current conservation constraint (3.35); the zeta potential varies in these cases from −15.25 to −32.15 mV.
where p is the electrical dipole moment vector, V is the total volume of the simulation domain, the variable ξ is an arbitrary position vector within the simulation domain and ξ centre is the position vector corresponding to the very centre of the rod (Jones 1995; Green & Jones 2007 ). The figure indicates that the induced electrical dipole increases linearly with peroxide concentration. As was seen in the case of the uncharged rod ( § 4.1), the dipolar charge density due to the asymmetry in protons generates an electric field, as described by Poisson's equation. However, with a charged rod the electric field primarily acts on the free charge in the EDL that shields the charged surface, resulting in an electrical body force and electro-osmotic flow from the anode to the cathode. The flow from the anode to the cathode is equivalent, via Galilean transformation, to the rod swimming through the fluid with the anode directed forward, as originally predicted by Paxton et al. (2005) and verified experimentally for rods composed of several bimetallic combinations (see Wang et al. 2006) . Protons migrate through the solution from the anode to the cathode primarily through diffusion and, to a lesser extent, electromigration. As the rod moves through the solution, the gradients in proton concentration and charge density are continually re-established by the surface reactions that inject and consume protons. Figure 8 shows the velocity field surrounding the rod for the case where the peroxide concentration is set to 1.5 M and ζ = −32.15 mV. The simulations are conducted in the reference frame of the rod. The fluid velocity at the rod surface obeys the noslip condition and is set to zero. The fluid velocity reaches a maximum far from the rod. The velocity field has strong fore-aft symmetry, as expected for a lowReynolds-number flow. The qualitative appearance of this figure is nearly identical for other values of peroxide concentration. The reaction-induced velocity field for a rod with finite surface charge is qualitatively similar to the fields that are calculated for externally driven electrophoresis and distinct from the case with an uncharged rod (figure 3), which shows quadrupolar flow. We use the magnitude of the fluid velocity at the far edge of the domain, where we enforce a stress-free boundary condition, as a measure of the rod's swimming speed. This is equivalent to the magnitude of the rod's swimming velocity relative to the bulk fluid.
The observation that a pre-existing surface charge is necessary for net particle motion was previously noted in the case of ICEO by . They showed that a charged ideally polarizable sphere will move due to broken symmetry in the quadrupolar flow. Squires & Bazant (2006) more generally examined the consequences of broken symmetries for ICEO and ICEP flows. In many cases, broken symmetries can lead to net motion or rotation of ideally polarizable particles by an induced-charge electrokinetic mechanism. Building on this idea, Catchmark et al. (2005) fabricated an asymmetric gear-shaped particle with platinum deposited on the teeth of gold gears and showed that the particle rotates in hydrogen peroxide solutions due to the RICA mechanism. However, we note that in that work the motion was attributed to a mechanism based off of gradients in interfacial tension, which was later rejected in favour of an electrochemical mechanism. Figure 9 shows the dependence of rod velocity on the hydrogen peroxide concentration for three different data sets: (i) the simulated velocity for the piecewise constant and independent surface flux and surface charge from our previous work (see Moran et al. 2010 ); (ii) simulated velocity computed using the reaction kinetic model presented here and (iii) our previous experimental data from Moran et al. (2010) . The experimental data points represent the average velocity of approximately 200 rods at each peroxide concentration, as measured using optical microscopy. In our previous work, we presented the electroviscous velocity as a function of proton flux instead of peroxide concentration. Here, we report one of those data sets (for a zeta potential of −20 mV) as a function of peroxide concentration instead. We determine the equivalent peroxide concentration for a given flux from the experimental data of Paxton et al. (2006) , who measured the catalytically generated current density at interdigitated Pt/Au microelectrodes as a function of peroxide concentration.
The piecewise constant and independent surface flux and potential model and experiments from our previous work show a linear dependence on the motor velocity with the peroxide concentration. The reaction kinetic model predicts a quadratic dependence of electroviscous velocity on hydrogen peroxide concentration. This can be understood by examining the result of the scaling analysis for a charged rod, (3.61). This expression predicts that electroviscous velocity should scale linearly with both rod zeta potential and reaction-driven flux. As hydrogen peroxide concentration increases, the reaction-driven flux increases linearly (see (3.30) and (3.31)). However, at the same time the rod zeta potential must also vary in order to satisfy the current conservation constraint (3.35). The rod zeta potential at which the net current into the rod is zero is also a linear function of peroxide concentration (not shown). Thus, when peroxide concentration is increased, both the zeta potential and flux increase linearly, resulting in a quadratic dependence of velocity on flux.
The agreement between the simulations and the scaling analysis is more clearly illustrated by examining the relationship between the ratio of U ev /ζ and the flux of protons j . In the kinetic model, the flux j is non-uniform and so in figure 10 we plot U ev /ζ as a function of the total flux at the anode side J anode , defined as In the previous simulations, we assume a zeta potential of −20 mV and vary reaction-driven flux only, while in the current simulations both the flux and the zeta potential vary with peroxide concentration. The previous simulation data from Moran et al. (2010) show that the velocity increases linearly with the reaction flux at constant zeta potential, as predicted by (3.61). The quadratic dependence of speed on peroxide concentration is observed due to the coupled linear dependences of U ev on zeta potential and flux, also predicted by (3.61).
where j anode is given by (3.30). Since the total proton flux at the anode is equal in magnitude to the total flux at the cathode as mandated by the charge conservation condition (3.35), figure 10 would look the same if the x-axis variable was instead J cathode . This figure shows that the scaling analysis accurately predicts the velocity of the particle normalized by the zeta potential as a function of the reaction flux. In addition, the figure shows that the two sets of simulation data collapse onto the same line when normalized by the zeta potential. Figure 10 illustrates that the quadratic relationship between U ev and peroxide concentration observed in figure 9 is due to the variations in zeta potential with peroxide concentration. Although the quadratic dependence of U ev on peroxide concentration matches the predictions of the scaling analysis, it is not clear that the experimental data follow a quadratic trend. It is possible that the kinetic model is incomplete; for example, the kinetic rate constants k a,anode and k c,cathode may decrease with increasing peroxide concentration. Here, for simplicity, we have assumed that k a,anode and k c,cathode are constants. If this effect were incorporated into the simulations, the fluxes at higher peroxide concentrations would be slightly lower, leading to a slower rod velocity and flattening the quadratic curve slightly. A more detailed kinetic model incorporating possible variations of rate constants with peroxide concentration is a subject of future study.
In the kinetic model, we also neglect the native surface potential of the rod that may attain due to differential adsorption of ions or impurities in the solution. Dougherty et al. (2008) measured the native surface potential of both bare and coated gold, silver, palladium and gold/silver rods in inert electrolyte solutions and showed that the values of zeta potential were almost universally negative versus the bulk and tended to become more negative with increasing pH. It is well known that the zeta potential of metal oxides is a strong function of the electrolyte ion composition (see e.g. Zhang et al. 2008; Keller et al. 2010) . Arguably, the effective zeta potential of metal rods on which electrochemical reactions are occurring will depend on both their native charge due to differential adsorption as well as the kinetics of the reaction. Our previous work (Moran et al. 2010 ) treated the case of constant zeta due to differential adsorption and the current work addresses the kinetic controlled surface potential. In future work, we will focus on a model that incorporates the effects of both native and electrochemically induced surface potentials. Figure 11 shows the rod velocity as a function of solution viscosity for three different values of bulk hydrogen peroxide concentration. The electroviscous velocity varies inversely with the viscosity, in agreement with the predictions of (3.61). Solutions with higher viscosity generate viscous stresses which will more strongly dissipate electrical body forces, thereby decreasing the electroviscous velocity. Balasubramanian et al. (2009) reported that Pt/Au nanorods move faster in solutions after local heat pulses were applied; they attributed the speed increase to a local decrease in viscosity due to the temperature increase.
The scaling analysis makes other predictions that are confirmed by the simulations. Equation (3.61) predicts that the electroviscous velocity should increase linearly with the rod length h and Debye thickness λ D . This suggests that longer rods and rods with thicker EDLs surrounding them should swim faster. We have also conducted simulations to verify that electroviscous velocity varies inversely with the diffusivity of the charge carriers. Overall, we find that the scaling analysis predicts the dependence of rod velocity on these controlling parameters with great accuracy, though the results have not been discussed in this paper. In future work, we will investigate the dependence of the rod velocity on h, nanomotor shape and background electrolyte concentration. Several papers suggest that the nanomotor's velocity decreases with increasing concentration of background salt (excluding silver ions) (see e.g. Paxton et al. 2006) . We also expect that understanding the impact of changing the geometry of the nanomotors may yield improved engineered designs capable of generating greater swimming speeds and forces.
Conclusions
We have presented governing equations, scaling analyses and numerical simulations that describe the motion of bimetallic rod-shaped motors in hydrogen peroxide solutions due to RICA. We numerically solve the coupled Poisson-Nernst-PlanckStokes system of equations and represent the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions using the Frumkin-corrected Butler-Volmer equation in the Gouy-Chapman and Tafel regime limits. The simulation results show good agreement with scaling analyses and experimental measurements of the motors' swimming velocity as a function of hydrogen peroxide concentration. Strong evidence has been shown that the rod movement is the result of fluid slip driven by electrical body forces driven by a coupling of free charge and the reaction-induced electric fields.
The simulations of an uncharged rod with asymmetric charge-transfer reactions predict a quadrupolar velocity field around the rod. This flow field does not drive any net locomotion and is qualitatively similar to those observed in ICEO near a stationary ideally polarizable particle (see . The magnitude of the electroviscous velocity depends quadratically on the flux, as predicted by the scaling analysis. To our knowledge, the velocity fields surrounding an uncharged motor shown in figure 3 have not been observed experimentally because most surfaces obtain some finite surface charge either due to differential adsorption or by the electrochemical kinetics. In addition, these flows by themselves are too slow to be distinguished from Brownian motion. In this work, the results for the uncharged rod illustrate the importance of the charge density and electric fields in generating electrical body forces and driving fluid motion.
This work shows that surface charge plays a crucial role in causing the locomotion of the rod and determining its direction. In the cases where the reaction kinetic model is implemented, we show that a negatively charged surface gives rise to a net positive charge density in the diffuse layer. This is similar to the case of inducedcharge electrokinetic phenomena, as described by . The electric field pointing from the anode to the cathode couples with the predominantly positive charge density in the diffuse layer to generate an electro-osmotic flow from the anode to the cathode. This is equivalent via a Galilean transformation to the rod moving with the anode forward. These results indicate that in order to attain the velocity observed in experiments, the rods must have a negative effective zeta potential. The scaling analysis and simulation results indicate that the electroviscous velocity depends linearly on the zeta potential and reaction-driven flux, and inversely on the fluid viscosity. We conclude that both the sign and magnitude of the rod surface charge play a crucial role in determining the rods' motion.
The simulations provide quantitative predictions of the nanomotor's swimming velocity for a given set of kinetic parameters and hydrogen peroxide concentration. The focus of future work will be the role of the geometry of the nanomotors and the effects of background electrolyte concentration. 
